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Abstract: The social TAN service provides a one-time URL shortening ser-
vice. It enables the user to keep in touch with people she meets, using her
social network profile with the security that the shared information will only
be usable for a single session for one user. At the end of the session, the link
to the information is destroyed.

1 Introduction

Privacy-aware people nowadays do not want to be findable by everybody in the
Internet. On the other hand, they want to be able to stay in touch with people
they know. They establish new connections to people they get to know in real life
or virtual places.

In the past, many people used their full real name to find each other in social
networks. Today the majority of privacy-aware people just use their first name or
a pseudonym. The problem is that people they meet in real life are unable to find
each other in a social network if both persons are privacy-aware.

One solution could be that both persons exchange the pseudonyms they are us-
ing. Nevertheless, these pseudonyms are not always communicated clear without
ambiguities.

Another way would be to exchange the direct link to the social network profile.
However, this is not useful, because these Uniform Resource Locator(s) (URL) use
to be very long. This leads to typing errors. In addition a pseudonym, direct link
or e-mail address can be transferred to a third person who should not get this piece
of information.

The social TAN service provides a solution for this problem. It enables the user
to provide a short URL that links to one of her identities in a social network. The
URL is limited to just one user in just one session. A person who has received
such a URL can use it once to get access to the linked social network profile. After
having used that URL, it does only provide access to the profile within the same
session for a limited time. The social TAN links will destroy itself after usage.
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2 Basic functionality

The social TAN service is based on two techniques. Both will be described in this
section.

2.1 TANs and other one-time (or few-times) credentials

The classic transaction authentication number (TAN) is known from its usage in
banking environment. The basic idea is that the user gets a list of numbers. Each
one of these numbers is only used one-time, to authenticate. This procedure pre-
vents replay attacks because each number can only be used once. So, a used TAN
is worthless.

2.2 URL shortening service

Nowadays many website URLs are machine generated. The objective of this ma-
chine generated URLs is often to be search engine friendly, semantically human
understandable or just easy to implement. Implementing URLs as short as possi-
ble is rarely done, even if long URLs usually are inconvenient, hard to remember
or write down. They often cause problems in chats, web forums, e-mail or twitter
messages.

Often URL shortening services are used to compress long URLs. The user enters a
long URL and gets in return a short substitute URL. The new URL points to the
URL shortening service. When it is accessed, the URL shortening service looks up
the related URL and redirects the user to the destination of the long URL.

3 Related work

The social TAN service is based on a one-time password system defined in [Hal94]
or [LMS05].

The second part of the social TAN service is the URL shortening service that is
described in [APK+11].

To identify unique users, techniques introduced in [Eck10] are used.

The capacity of the human working memory was presented in [Mil56] with 7 ± 2
chunks.
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4 Architecture

This section will explain the architecture of the social TAN service. It will address
what terms are used in which meaning and how the social TAN link is generated.
The details how the social TAN service works and the structure of the underlying
database will be explained.

4.1 Terms and definitions

The used terms will be defined in this section.

4.1.1 Publishing User

The publishing user is a user who generates a social TAN link from an original URL
with help of the social TAN service and transfers it to another user, the viewing
user.

The URL could be a link to the personal social network profile.

4.1.2 Viewing User

The viewing user is a user who gets a social TAN link from the publishing user
to can get access to the link the publishing user originally has put into the social
TAN service.

4.1.3 Primary Key

The primary key is a unique identifier for every social TAN link within the social
TAN service. It is built from letters (a-z,A-Z) and numbers (2-9). The look-
alike characters (0,O,1,I,l) will be excluded, so that 57 characters will be usable.
Optionally, special characters such as (!, @, #, $, %, &, *, (, ), -, +, =, ., :,

”
;, ”,

’, <, >, [, ], {, }) could be used.

Equation 1 shows how to the possible combinations can be calculated. The ex-
ample uses 5 symbols with a hamming distance of 16 bit with a := number of
symbols in alphabet, l := length of primary key and d := hamming distance. The
example shows that 5 symbols contain enough information to encode 268 million
different social TAN links with an average hamming distance of 16 bit (1:65536).
The amount of symbols can be increased at any time, if the system runs out of
combinations.

2dlog2 ale− d
8 = 2dlog2 575e− 16

8 = 268, 435, 456 (1)
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4.1.4 Social TAN Link

A social TAN link is a URL pointing to the server from the social TAN service. The
URL contains a fix prefix for example http://socialtan.net/ and the primary
key. The social TAN link should be transferred from the publishing user to the
viewing user. A complete social TAN link may look like this: http://socialtan.
net/IDdqd

4.1.5 Social TAN Management Link

The social TAN management link is a social TAN link with a longer primary key.
It is used for authentication and enables the publishing user to control the social
TAN links that she has generated before. This is similar to the 4chan tripcodes as
described in [BMHH+11].

The authenticated publishing user can see which social TAN links have been used.
All of her unused social TAN links can be revoked or the destination be changed.

It is also possible to provide a general management interface with username and
password login, to manage all generated social TAN links or use the social network
login via single sign-on with OpenID.

4.1.6 UUID

The objective of the unique user identification (UUID) (or universally unique iden-
tifier [LMS05]) is to identify user A as exactly as possible to prevent other users
to impersonate user A. On the other hand, the UUID can also be used to identify
attackers. To identify attackers’ characteristics only features of the attackers may
be used, that cannot be modified easily by the attackers themselves.

For example, it is not easy to change the IP address more than a few times. Nev-
ertheless, IP addresses are often used by more than one person. In case of radio
access network (RAN) like Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS),
many users use just one IP address. So only blacklisting by IP address may lock
a high number of users out from using the service. This may change with IPv6.
[Eck10], 1

4.1.7 Session

A session is the time a viewing user is identified by the same UUID. A session lasts
24 hours at the maximum. The objective is to limit one session to one person at
one location.

A simple example, would be to generate an UUID from the IP-Address and a unique
cookie in the users browser.

1Panopticlick: https://panopticlick.eff.org
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I would like to stay in touch with you 

Contact me: 

http://socialtan.net/IDdqd 

 

Note: This link will destroy itself after usage. 

Figure 1: Example of a business card to deploy a social TAN link.

4.2 Generating social TAN links

The publishing user generates a list of social TAN links in three steps:

1. Access the social TAN service root page. E.g.
http://socialtan.net

2. Fill in URL to social network profile and click on the ”Generate” button.

3. Store output of social TAN link. The publishing user gets:

• a list of the social TAN links and

• one special social TAN management link to manage the generated social
TAN links (revoke, update destination, see status).

• the option to print the social TAN links on business cards, with her own
printer. See Figure 1 for an example.

4.3 Deployment of social TAN links

Although a social TAN link consists of just a few symbols, it is on the border of the
human working memory [Mil56], depending on the person. More than one social
TAN link is too much for the human working memory, if the symbols are not pooled
into chunks.

To not push the memory of the users more than needed, it is recommended to write
the social TAN link down on a sheet of paper and carry it for example in the wallet
or the business card case. For users convenience the social TAN service provides
an easy way to printout the generated social TAN links. An Example can be found
in Figure 1.
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4.3.1 Limitations

There are some limitations concerning generation of social TAN links. These should
prevent one or a small number of publishing users generate many social TAN links
so the social TAN service runs out of primary keys. For more information about
misuse of the social TAN service, see section 5 Attacks.

• One URL (prefix) can be assigned up to 100 active social TAN links.

• One UUID can generate up to 1000 social TAN links per 24 hours.

4.3.2 social TAN link encoding

The social TAN link will contain the primary key as postfix.

All primary keys will have a hamming distance [Ham50] of 16 bit or more in aver-
age. The primary keys may not have a constant hamming distance, because then
it would be much easier for a malicious viewing user to guess primary keys an
invalidate social TAN links randomly.

4.3.3 Long term usage

In long term perspective, the social TAN service will run out of combinations for
primary keys. So the social TAN service has to increase the length of the primary
key. However this also decreases the usability for the users, because they have to
write down or enter longer URLs.

A simple way to limit the number of used primary keys is to define a time to life for
every social TAN link. A good value seems to be one year. Nevertheless, there are
no empiric values to verify that one year is a good choice, so it is more a random
chosen value. However, it is important, if a social TAN link has a limited time to
life, to inform the publishing user for how long the social TAN link is going to be
valid.

4.4 Internal processing and security of a Lookup

If the social TAN link is accessed by the viewing user, the social TAN service will
look up the primary key in the database. If it is valid, the viewing user will be
redirected to the URL the publishing user has deposited as shown in figure 2.

4.4.1 Algorithm

The social TAN service will distinguish between two Cases: case A: correct redi-
rection of user and case B: error handling. Which case will occur depends on four
questions.
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Figure 2: The social TAN service program flow.

1. Is the primary key found in Database (DB)?

• If no: case B: error handling will occur.

• If yes: go on to 2.

2. Is the error penalty below threshold?

• If no: case B: error handling will occur.

• If yes: go on to 3.

3. UUID record does not exist?

• If no: go on to 3.

• If yes: case A: correct redirection of user will occur.

4. UUID hash values match?

• If no: case B: error handling will occur.

• If yes: case A: correct redirection of user will occur.

4.4.2 Case A: Correct redirection of user

The viewing user will be redirected to the URL, stored in the database.
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4.4.3 Case B: Error handling

The viewing user will get an error message.

In addition, the error penalty for the UUID of the viewing user will be increased
by one.

4.4.4 Error penalty

The error penalty is a metric to test if a viewing user is trying to manipulate the
service or if she is just using it in the way, it is meant to be.

Every time the error penalty is increased by one, the following data will be stored:

1. UUID

2. count

3. TimeToLive

The whole error penalty record for the UUID will be deleted if the error penalty
for the UUID has not been increased for 24 hours.

By default, the error penalty for unknown viewing users is zero and ok. If the error
penalty is three or higher, the error penalty is not ok.

If the error penalty is not ok, the viewing users will always get an error message as
described in case B: error handling.

4.5 Database architecture of the social TAN service

The database schema will contain two tables and four columns. Both tables will
be linked by the primary key field.

4.5.1 Social TAN table:

• primary key

The primary key field is the primary key for the database table and the social
TAN service.

• URL

The URL field contains the target URL for the social TAN link.

• UUID

The UUID field contains at creation time NULL. When the social TAN link
is accessed the first time, the UUID of the viewing user will be saved in this
field.
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• TimeToLive

The TimeToLive field contains the time, when the record will be deleted.
This time will be updated to now() + 24h, when the social TAN link will be
accessed the first time, by the viewing user.

4.5.2 Social management table:

• long primary key

The long primary key identifies the social TAN management link.

• primary key

The primary key identifies the social TAN link, which is managed by the
social TAN management link.

A search for a specific social TAN management link primary key returns all asso-
ciated primary key for social TAN links.

4.5.3 Error penalty table:

• UUID

The UUID field contains the UUID of the viewing user that accessed the
social TAN service with an invalid primary key.

• Count

The count field contains the quantity how often the viewing user has accessed
the social TAN service with an invalid primary key.

• TimeToLive

The TimeToLive defines the timestamp, when the viewing user will be reha-
bilitated and her error penalty record be deleted.

4.6 Implementation effort

For testing reasons, a prove of concept implementation has been created and is
available for testing at 2. This ”prove of concept” implements only the very basic
subset of functions that are described in this paper. The implementation took a
few hours and is about 100 lines of code long. For a productive scenario it would
take more time to implement and test the security mechanisms, but it should be
doable within a few person months.

2Social TAN - prove of concept prototype: http://www.socialtan.net/
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4.6.1 Integration into running Social Network

To implement it into a social network, it is only necessary to change the prefix from
http://socialtan.net/ to http://exampleSNS.com/t/. The t/ is the internal
prefix for social TAN links into the social network. For this kind of integration, an
unused internal (the part of the prefix behind the domain name) prefix is needed. A
complete social TAN link would look like this: http://exampleSNS.com/t/IDdqd.

It is also possible to use basic authentication, as described in [FHBH+99], to trans-
fer the social TAN link. A basic authentication social TAN link could look like
this: http://IDdqd@exampleSNS.com. The difference is that the primary key in
this example moves in front of the domain name. This will work, if the social
network is not using basic authentication or the uses usernames are collision free
with the social TAN links. Anyway, the basic authentication link has the problem,
that users may think the social TAN link is an e-mail address, because there is a
@ sign in the given URL.

4.6.2 Working expenses

The costs for server are neglectable, since the social TAN serviceuses a very simple
linear logic with no loops. The most computing intensive operation is the lookup
in the Database for UUID and Primary Keys, which can be handled very fast by a
NoSQL as described in [LM10], since there are no joins included.

5 Attacks

This section deals with possible attacks. It will address the prevention or confine-
ment of consequences.

5.1 To illegally access the service

5.1.1 Brute-Force Attack

The attacker accesses social TAN links with random primary keys or all primary
keys one after each other.

To prevent this, the primary keys has a hamming distance of 16 bit. This results
in a probability of < 1

65536 to hit an existing primary key. Every time the attacker
hits a not existing primary key, the error penalty will be increased. If the error
penalty is three or higher, the attacker will get the same reaction as if the accessed
primary key does not exist. So the probability to access one valid primary key with
brute-force and one UUID is < 3

65536 = 1
21845,333 per 24 hours.
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5.1.2 Distributed brute force attack

When the attacker is able to switch it UUID on every time the social TAN service
locks one UUID, the social TAN service is defenceless. This can happen if an
attacker is using a botnet or a cloud-service. Nevertheless, an attacker can only
access the social TAN service three times with a wrong primary key per UUID. The
attacker would still need a minimum average of 21845 fresh UUIDs per malicious
accessed social TAN link, if the maximum social TAN links are stored in the social
TAN service. So the expenses for an attacker to compromise one social TAN link
are very high. This may protect the social TAN service.

5.2 To disable the service

5.2.1 (Distributed) Denial of Service Attack

One or more attackers accesses one or more social TAN links very fast. The objec-
tive of the attacker(s) is to overload the social TAN service.

To prevent this, the social TAN service needs to identify and discard the connection
from the attacker(s) as early as possible at best, before the server starts to process
the query.

This could be realized through a blacklist or by limiting the amount of connections
per IP. Reactions can be, to discard the connection completely, to slow down the
request, or redirect the request to an error website.

6 Conclusion and outlook

The social TAN service will enable privacy-aware people to keep in touch with peo-
ple they meet without letting a third party discover their private social networking
profile.

However, this is just a way to avoid the creation of linkability. It will not enhance
the security of a social network. Nevertheless, it enables the publishing user to set
the privacy policy to a maximum without losing the ability to being found by her
contacts.

A possible future enhancement would be an implementation of the social TAN
service in the social networks directly.
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